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Abstract:
County government has been aptly termed the "dark continent of American government." It may be an
exaggeration to say that most citizens know more about what takes place in Washington than what goes
on in their local courthouse, yet voters and taxpayers are prone to argue at length about congressional
activities, foreign policy, tariffs, and other matters of national concern and are frequently quite unaware
of even the more important features of local government.
This emphasis upon federal government and lack of interest in local affairs is indicated by the fact that
newspapers--—which necessarily print the type of material demanded by the reading public—--devote
such a large proportion of their front pages to Congress, to the Supreme Court, and to the President and
his advisors that only a few column inches and no headlines are available for county and state
activities, There are many excellent treatises on national government hut comparatively little material is
available for students of municipal affairs, Those who would write on local government soon find
themselves sailing uncharted seas.
While national politics are undoubtedly more exciting to follow, the fact remains that the average
farmer or homo-owner has a far greater financial investment in local government than in federal and
state governments combined, because of the heavy reliance placed upon the general property tax by the
smaller units. This has been forcibly emphasized by the current depression, with the result that there
has been an awakening among thinking people to the realization that an alert and interested electorate is
a prime essential to efficient operation of municipal government and the maintenance of democratic
ideals.
The purpose of this study is the analysis of the proposed local government reform of county
consolidation from the standpoint of tax reduction. This will make it necessary to devise measures of
county office efficiency for aid in determining which counties, if any, should be abandoned. Specific
proposals for county mergers will be analyzed on the basis of these measures to show the most
probable savings in governmental costs and effects on the tax levies in the counties affected. Because
of the present concern in Montana regarding economic planning as a means of speeding up recovery
and rectifying past mistakes, this study may be of some interest and possible value to the leaders and
agencies in whose hands the future of Montana lies.
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PAET I: 3BTBMB0TIQ*
Purpose of Study
County government has been aptly termed the "dark continent of
American governmente"

It m a y be an exaggeration to say that most citizens

know more about what takes place in Washington than what goes on in their
local courthouse, yet voters and taxpayers are prone to argue at length
about congressional activities, foreign policy, tariffs, and other matters
of national concern and are frequently quite unaware of even the more
important features of local government,
This emphasis upon federal government and lack of interest in local
affairs is indicated by the fact that newspapers-— which necessarily print
the type of material demanded by the reading public—

devote such a large

proportion of their front pages to Congress, to the Supreme Court, and to
the President and his advisors that only a' few column inches and no head
lines are available for county and state activities,

There are many

excellent treatises on national government hut comparatively little mater
ial is available for students of municipal affairs,

Those who would write

o n local government soon find themselves sailing uncharted seas.
While national politics are undoubtedly more exciting to follow,
the fact remains that the average farmer or homo-owner has a far greater
financial investment in local government than in federal and state govern
ments combined, because of the heavy reliance placed upon the general
property tax by the smaller units.

This has been forcibly emphasized by

-5
the current depression, w i t h the result that there has been an awakening
among thinking people to the realization that an alert and interested
electorate is a prime essential to efficient operation of municipal
government and the maintenance of democratic ideals.
The purpose of this study is the analysis of the proposed local
government reform of county consolidation f r o m the standpoint of tax
reduction.

This will'make it necessary to devise measures of county

office efficiency for aid in determining which counties* if any, should
be abandoned.

Specific proposals for county mergers will be analyzed on

the basis of these measures to show the most probable savings in govern
mental costs and effects on the tax levies in the counties affected.
Because of the present concern in Montana regarding economic planning as
a means of speeding up recovery and rectifying past mistakes, this study
m a y be of some interest and possible value to the leaders a nd agencies in
whose hands the future of Montana lies.
Source of Data
The basic data used in this study are the unit costs of each of the
more important county offices,.computed by the department of Agricultural
Economics, Montana Experiment station, in its study of county government,
the results of which have been published in bulletin form.

(10)

The mater

ials used in these computations were secured originally f r o m the annual
reports of each county clerk and recorder, supplemented b y specific infor
mation obtained through a questionnaire filled in by each county officer.
The present study attempts no original contribution to bhe unit
cost method of determining county office efficiency as developed by the

S ta t i o a ir tut rattier illustrates the possible use of these Measures i a
forecasting aditiinistrutIxre costs of proposed couaty consolidation,.

Ihe gam Tmc Burden
General property taxes ^ - “-General property taxes account for over
80 per cent of the tax revenue and nearly 60 per cent of the total r e v 
enue of all Montana governments, both state and local»

Gounty governments

rely much more on property taxes than does the state, over 90 per cent of
the county tax revenue and nearly 80 p er cent of the total revenue coming
from this source-*

Montana is primarily a n agricultural state.

Revenue

fro m income and inheritance taxation is limited because there are so f e w
large incomes and estates.

Any great dependence on the taxation of mines

on a. net proceeds basis would be extremely precarious because of spasmodic
mineral production, particularly in times of business depression.

Thus

it is inevitable that Montana governments w i l l always rely heavily on the
general property tax.

This does not mean that other possible sources of

revenue have been exhausted, but that alternative taxes will probably
never entirely replace the general property tax, regressive and burden
some though this type of tax may be.

Increase in property taxes ,— -The total receipts f r o m property
taxes

of

all Montana governments amounted to 514,100,000 in 1913,

By 1930

this h a d increased to $87,826»000, or almost double the pre-war figure.

^Compiled f r o m the 1933 Annual Report of the Olerk and Recorder of each
county, 1934 Biennial Reports of the State Board of Equalisation, the state
.Auditor, the State Examiner, and the State Superintendent of Public In
struction.

In 1933 only #25,501,000 I n -property taxes were collected although
#'26,5543000 were levied.*

According to the Bureau of Agricultural

■

Economics of the Enited states Department 0f Agriculture, Montana farm
taxes increased during this twenty-year period from $.08 to |.12 per
acre, a n increase of 60 per cent* and from $441 to $1,54 par $100 of
assessed (full and true) valuation, a n increase of 276 par cent.'(15)
This Increase; in the tax burden is partially explained hy the
fact that Montana is a comparatively new state.

During the period of

heaviest Settlement, 1909' to. 1919, the settlers and homesteaders were
investing what little capital was available in the development of their
f a r m a n d ranch enterprises, with the result that the Construction of
roads, bridges, schools, a n d county buildings had to be financed by the
issuance of local government bonds.

In this way the date o f payment for

these necessary services was postponed until the 1920's and 1930's.

In

other words , the state as a Whole at t he present time is just completing
payment of the heavy first cost of' organising governments.

The net in

debtedness of all Montana governments decreased about one-fourth between

;
1923 and 1934 (see table I)*

The major portion of the present debt

(about $49,000,000' in 1934) is predicated u p o n the general property tax,
and the retirement of bonds in the future should be reflected in lower
levies.

'rThere is no doubt that the high percentage of delinquency during the past
five years has been responsible for a great deal of the tax. burden on
property that did not g o delinquent.

"8<=.
Tatle I',- M I T 'DEBT QF JItfj M Q B T A M TJXXBG UBITS, 1.983 AS) 1934

June 30, 1983

June 30, 1934

1934 In
per cent
of 1983

I 7,430,846

# 9,607*437

189,3

Oountiee

87*708,651

18,350,364

44,6

School districts

11,639*169

8,047,973

69,8

1,393,707

8*881,460

086,4

17*604,328

10,648*468

77,5

65,761,701

49,053,701

74.6

Taxing unit

State of Montana

Bhainage & irrigation, districts
dities and towns

Total - all units

S o u r c e t Sixth Biennial R e p o r t ‘of the Montana State Board, of Fqualization,
Helena, June 30, 1934, pp„ 109 to 117.

./i

-9 v»H o w e v e r 9, the increase in levies to retire outstanding debt obliga
tions is not the only* or even the most important9 reason for the enormous
increase in the property tax burden.

Ihe increase in the number and qual

ity of services offered go hand in hand with the growing tax burden.

Por

example, the trend in number of pupils in school, the quality of the teach
ing offered, a n d the mileage of surfaced roads to be maintained closely
parallel the trend in the amount of the tax levies,

The cost of relief

and charitable institutions has reached proportions unheard of before the
W o r l d war.

There are numerous costly services, now considered necessary

adjuncts of state and local governments, which were almost unknown in the
state in 1914.
Importance of property taxes to counties.—

Eot only do the county

governments rely most heavily upon the general property tax for their
support, as previously noted, but also the county levies make up the
I i o n fS share of the property taxes.

In. 1934 over half (56 per cent) of

all property taxes levied in this state went to the counties.

Very few

farms are W i t h i n the boundaries of incorporated cities and towns, and
hence, f o r all practical purposes, the average distribution of farm prop
erty taxes to the various taxing units is about as follows:

state, 11 per

cent; county government, 66 per cent; school districts, 20 per cent, and
other special districts, 5 per cent (see table II}.

With practically two-

thirds of the total f a r m property taxes levied going to the counties, it
is quite significant that the majority of the proposals advocated for
alleviating the farm tax burden in this state should deal w i t h county

government reforms.

“2Q“

Table II » G-EMEML PROPERTY TAXES LEVIED IE MOHTim9
1934, BY TAX LEVTEHG AUTHORITIES

Tax levying authority

State a/
Counties h/
School districts
Special districts c/

. Total except cities
& towns & villages
Cities and towns
Villages (fire districts)_

Amount

In per cent
of total '
levies

$ 2,452,322

9,76

14,115,041

56.14

4,383,756-

In per .cent'of
total except
cities & towns
Sb village taxes

11,38
.

17,44 '

65,53
20.35

589,302

2.34

'' 2.74

21,540,421

85,68

100.00

3,587,8&&

14,27

13,314

.06
;

Grand total

25,141,069

100,00

a/ Includes #59,627 Of special levies on livestock,
b/

includes the county-wide general school and high school levies,

e/

Includes all special districts except fire districts* which is the
usual type Of,village government organization.

Source ; Sixth,- Biennial Report -of the Montana State Board of Equalization,
Helena* June 30, 1954, p. Si,

"
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Byldeaoe of the f a r m tax burden.<"~~®iere. were approximately
S18^O O O 0000 In delinquent property taxes outstanding and unpaid on
July I s 10SS,

In addition to this9 counties held real estate taken, by

tax deed which represented a total of about 08,500,000 in unpaid taxes.
The magnitude of these figures is brought out by the fact that they are
larger by 01,500,000 than the total tax levies of all governmental
units f o r that year.

Of the 0 3 5 ,OOO^OQO of taxes levied for the year

1938*05, 15,705,000 (SB p e r cent) rare unpaid on Inly I.

Of this de*

linquency, AS,377,000, or nearly 60 per cent, were delinquent taxes and
special assessments charged against farm real estate, despite the fact
that this type of property makes up only 34 per cent of the total taxable
valuation of the state.*

B y the end of 1958 more than SI,000„000 acres

of agricultural land (over 40 per cent of the total in the state) were
delinquent one or more years in tax payments, of which about one-fourth

were subject to t a x deed.
To many students of government these alarming figures portend a
breakdown of the property tax system*

Delinquency such as Montana has

just experienced is indeed a serious threat to the financial stability of
local governments.

of

Quite obviously, agriculture, the so-called bulwark

our democracy, is cracking under the tax load Imposed upon It.

Status of Montana Gounties
Politically."— f r o m the political point of view, counties in Mon
tana are subdivisions of the state set up under the State Constitution

^Compiled f r o m 1955 Annual Eeport of the County Clerk a nd Recorder of each
county to the State Examiner and the 1934 Biennial Report of the Montana
State Board of Equalisation.

*•3.8
and legislative enactments for the assessment and collection of all taxes
(except income and corporation license taxes) for all governmental units'
both, state and local, the administration of Justice,, the conduct of elec
tions, the maintenance of peace and order, t h e .recording of legal docu
ments, and handling income in trust for other governmental units*

Zn

addition to the administration of those functions of the state, counties
can perform purely local functions and services such as the construction
and maintenance of roads, bridges, and other public monies, supervision and

administration of schools, promotion of public health and sanitation, care
of the Indigent sick and aged, and conduct of local projects such as county
extension worK, fairs, and eradication of pests*
tH m s the county has three political natures*

First, it is a'poli

tical entity in itself with its own, though incomplete, government*
Second, it functions as a unit of the state, and as such its .officials are
subject to a certain amount of supervision and control by state officials.
Last, it exercises certain supervisory powers over other local govern
mental units, particularly school and improvement districts*
sharp division between these three functions of the county,

t
Z here is no
The same

office personnel performs the three sets of duties, using the same equip*
meat, assessment lists, tax rolls, and accounting procedure*
Montana counties are not chartered; that is, they do not have home
rule*

Zn this respect they differ f r o m incorporated cities and towns,

which are empowered by charter to pass their own laws and ordinances.
Using this as a criterion, counties m y
imperfect government*

be said to have a n incomplete or

The county has no inherent right to exist, for its

existence is dependent u p o n the general and special laws of the legisla
ture and its government is largely a matter Of mechanical routine pre
scribed by the state»

l e g a l l y I h e :Montana political Oode defines counties as ''bodies
corporate,«

P o e e a 5 i n discussing the legel nature of the Cotmty5. points

out that while the county is a creature of the state---1» e.,, is a "public
corporation"-=— i.t does not have full corporate powers and hence should, be
termed a "quaui^corporation" to distinguish it from "municipal corpora
tions" such as cities* towns-, and boroughs,

(Il)

This distinction is made

on the basis of property rights, for in the final analysis county property
really belongs t o the state and can be taken over b y it under certain con
ditions,

However, counties can buy, sell, lease, and dispose of all kinds

of property within certain limitations.

They can eater into contracts3

hire and discharge employees, and sue or be sued in the courts,

g o for

all practical purposes the t e r m "body corporate" characterizes the legal
nature of the county.
Socially,—

Gountjes are not natural social groups i n the strict

sense of the word,

County boundaries do not coincide w i t h those of

neighborhoods or communities„
or only part of one.

A trade area s a y involve several counties

In a f e w cases an unbridged river or mountain

divide acts as a county boundary, but these instances are only exceptions
to the general yule that counties are the creatures of the surveyor’s
chain.

Even though counties are not natural social groups* there is a

definite sens© o f .group interest among their inhabitants,

This "community

of interest" is the result of two things* the most obvious of which is the

-

14-

fact that each county is a separate governmental unit for the election of
local officials, representation in the State legislative Aaseitibly6 admin
istration of schools, and levying of local taxes*

Trae4 these govern

mental functions are along purely arbitrary boundaries and perhaps would
be as strong a cohesive force in the formation of a county-wide "we-group"
feeling if there were only 20 counties instead of SG as at present,
Nevertheless, the continued practice of controlling certain functions of
government within definite geographical boundaries without fear of outside
influence, artificial and arbitrary though these boundaries be, creates a
feeling of vested right that would be difficult to overcome=
The second and perhaps more underlying cause of group feeling
within any one county comes about through the ruralists' fear of political
dominance b y urban groups=

only 18 of the 56 counties in Montana have

cities large enough to be classed as "urban*, and in the rural counties
surrounding these cities there is an antagonism toward the urban comity.
Host of this feeling is a carryover from the bitter debate occasioned
fifteen or twenty years ago w h e n these rural counties split off from the
l a r g e , p a r e n t county surrounding an urban community=

This feeling m ay be

considered as a defense m e c hanism that has grown up to justify secession=
It must be remembered that Eontana is a newly settled state; as time goes
on and the growing feeling of town-country relationship increases with the
maturity of the state, this antagonism toward the city, now felt by some
of the rural communities, will tend to break down, as Hoffer (B) and Kolb
and Poison (?) point out is already the case in the older-settled Middle

West.

—IS=To aimmarlze3 it may be said that the county 1st

(I) politically

weak, existing only as a subdivision of the state, with no inherent right
to its own government; (S) legally a corporation without full corporate
powers or the organization, management, and control typical of a private
corporation; a n d (5) socially somewhat unstable because it is founded on
arbitrary boundaries a n d h e l d together b y antagonisms that are bound to
bre a k down as time goes on,

lust as the state is losing ground politically

and socially to the federal government, so is the county gradually become
ing of less importance as a political subdivision of the state,

PAEi1 I I :

PROBLEMS ACOOMPAHYIEG C O W Y CONSOLIDATION

Formation of Counties

Constitutional basis of counties,-— -Phe Montana State Constitution
provides that the counties of the territory of Montana frShall be the
counties of the state until otherwise established or changed b y law."*
Accordingly, the Legislative Assembly is empowered to determine the rules
by which n ew counties are organized.

Phe only limitation on the legis

lature *s power is that it cannot remove the county seat of any county
except by general law and then only with the permission of the majority
of electors voting at a general election.

Ihe Constitution provides

f o r the election and terms of the following county officials:

county

commissioners, clerk and recorder, sheriff, treasurer, superintendent of

"Article X V i , See. I

-

16-

SelioolSs,
'
. surveyor, assessory coroner9 and public administrator.

Jt is

left to the legislature to define the duties, salaries,, and regulations

.

governing these county officials and to provide for additional officials
when necessary.

Rather complete provision is made in the Constitution

regarding district judges, county clerks of court,, county attorneys, and
justices of the peace
In Montana there are no serious constitutional handicaps to county
government reform.

A n amendment to the State Constitution was made in

19SS w hich authorised the legislature to provide any plan or form of
government for counties,*
**

To carry out this authorization, the legisla

ture is empowered to abolish any city or town government, to consolidate
cities, towns , and counties under one municipality, and to prescribe the
number, designation, terms, qualifications, salaries, duties, and method
of appointment, election, and removal of all officials of such reorganized
local governments.

However, the activity of the legislature in these

respects is subject to referendum in localities affected, and reform, by
referendum involves the slow, tedious process of educating the voters to
the need for, and the advantages of, the proposed change,,

When a blanket

reform is passed b y the legislature, such as the 1951 county manager law,
the responsibility for its use is definitely placed upon the electorate,
and what is "everybody?s business is n o b o d y ’s business.'"

When the legis

lature makes specific proposals for some particular county, as it did when

’•-Article XVI, Sec. 4, 5, and 6, and Article Till, Sec. 11 to 24,

**Article XVI, Sec. I.

"I?""

it initiated the plan for the consolidation of Silver B ow Oounty and the
City of Butte into one municipal government, a feeling of resentment and
antagonism is sure to result,

Kerely legalizing a certain reform does

not automatically insure its adoption.

Growth in number of counties.— -IiJhen Montana was admitted as a
state in 1889, there were 16 counties.

B y 1900 this number had increased

to 24 and b y 1914, just previous to the wa r period, to 59.

B y the end of

1920 there were 54, and only two counties have been created since'that
year.

It is significant that of the 40 counties organised during the 47

years since the passage of the Enabling Act, 87 (or 68 per cent) were
formed between 1909 and 1920, the period of heaviest settlement in M on
tana,
During the first few years following the breaking of the sod b y the
homesteaders, rainfall w a s sufficient for abundant crops a nd business was
ver y active in the towns which outfitted the settlers.

This productivity

and business activity misled the settlers and townspeople into believing
that this prosperity was to be permanent,

Bence, they attempted to estab

lish the same sort of community pattern w i t h which they ha d been familiar
in the humid regions f r o m whence they had migrated.

Under the influence

of this general optimistic feeling, n e w counties were created promiscu
ously without regard to the potential productivity of the land or its
future ability to support governmental services.

It is n o w generally

recognized that many of these counties should never have been formed,
Legal restrictions.—

This optimism w as manifested in the changes

in the legal regulations governing the.creation of new counties*

Prior

*“3.8»”
t° 19.11, Hex/ counties could be formed only by the slow and difficult
process of special legislative enactment.

In 1911 the legislative

Assembly provided a more facile procedure*

A new county could be

created by a favorable vote of 65 per cent of the voters in the area
included in the proposed county.

The only limitation was that no parent

county could be left with less than #5,000,000 of assessed valuation and
no new county could be formed with less than #4,000*000* 'Two years
later, in 1915, this law was amended by reducing the requirements e

In

1919 the law was again amended, this time by raising the requirements

a great deal.

The large number formed in that year (seven) was due in

part to last minute efforts to create more counties before the new law
was put into effect,

in 1939 the legislature raised the requirements to

such a point that it would be practically impossible to create a new
county today.
Activity of town groups,— -Kbst of this activity in the formation
of now counties, known colloquially as "county busting", w as sponsored
b y local booster clubs in an effort to direct the course of trade.

In

the eastern two-thirds of the state* towns were laid out primarily as
service centers for the surrounding agricultural territory.

Except in a

few places where coal or oil was discovered, these towns h ad no hopes of
any industrial development.

Thus, to insure development for its town,

each club concentrated its efforts in attracting the rural population to
its stores.-

Because of the relatively great distances between towns*

farmers tended to do all of their business in one town.

This usually

meant the county seat „ because it was thought that farmers would have to

-19S° to the courthouse m a n y times during the year anyway.

For this reason

every village w i t h 500 or more population longed to become a county seat* •
In response to the demand for changes in county boundaries there
grew up a class of professional agitators who went from town to town
offering their services to organize the movements to fight for new counties?

Of these j Dan M c K a y of Vandalia was the most noted a nd successful*

H iS met h o d w a s first to convince some local group or club of the advan
tages of forming a new county*

This group would promote a n extensive

publicity campaign and arrange for public mass meetings at which McKay
would be the principal speaker#
siasm for secession were aroused#

Jn this manner local pride and enthu
Committees were appointed to secure

the necessary number of signatures to the petitions ana to canvass for
votes for the fateful election*

Would-be-county officials, local politi

cians, newspapermen, and merchants Joined in this work.
There was never a lack of reasons to be advanced for "busting" the
county»

InKay believed implicitly in the democracy and economy of Small

er units, and as a rule he suffered no lack of evidence to support his
contentions.

I n m a n y instances the county-seat town of the original coun

ty had forced services, such as roads,

schools, or fancy public buildings,

suite beyond the tax-paying ability of the surrounding agricultural area
to support, even in those prosperous days*

This condition would bring

forth the promising appeal that the new county would have lower levies,
in another case it might be pointed out with equal assurance that the
conservative politicians in the county-seat town had denied the people
in the proposed county many necessary services, and that the only way of
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securing % e

roads or schools wo u ld be to fOztn a new county*

Usually the

matter of representation in the legislature was an effective argument for
secession.
Through all this excitement the farmers who were not converts of
the county-busting movement stood by helplessly or indifferently,

Many

of them, particularly foreign-born immigrants, sighed petition after
petition without knowing what they were doing.

In some cases the signa

tures of the leaders among the foreign-born were openly bought by agents
of both the original county-seat town and.the secession town,

While it is

generally admitted today that some of these new counties should not have
bee n formed, it wo u l d seem that the least desirable proposals were weeded
out in the process of local option elections, for, Out of over 30 such
attempts to f o r m new counties, only about one-fourth were carried to
completion at the polls.

Whether the "bust" was successful or not, the

t own-versus-town antagonisms that were fanned into flame during these
political battles have continued to smolder ever since,

Various Aspects of the Problem of Qounty Oonaolldation
legal requirements,— -While the legislative Assembly has at various
times outlined in detail the procedure necessary for the formation of new
counties,* no provision has been made for the abandonment or consolidation
of counties.

The legislative emphasis has been in the direction of

^Chapter 118* 1911 Session l a w s ; Chapters 133 and 135, 1913 Session laws;
Chapter 139* 1915 Session laws; chapter 226, .1919 Session laws; and
Chapter 106, 1929 session laws,

increasing rather than decreasing the number of counties,.

The State

constitution* provides for the abandonment of city and town governments
and the consolidation of city, town, and county governments under one
municipality b y the legislative Assembly subject to popular referendum,
but makes no provision f o r the abolition of any county government as such.
Those w h o have advocated county consolidation have had to assume
that the power to abandon any county lies with the Legislatiye Assembly
because it is empowered to create counties.

Some have felt any such

action should be made subject to referendum in the territory affected,
out of deference to Article m ,

Section 6, of the Constitution,

An

amendment to this article passed b y the last Assembly** to be submitted
to the electorate at the general election in November, 1906, provides
that no county in existence on January I, 1935, shall be abandoned, •
abolished, o r consolidated except by a majority vote of the qualified
electors voting at a general or special election.

This amendment, if

approved, w i l l not clear up the situation, for it merely states emphati
cally what many have assumed to be true*

It will still be the Legisla

tive Assem b ly ’s prerogative to provide b y general or special enactment
f o r abandonment and consolidation, subject, of course, to the local
ele cto r a t e 6s approval,
At the present time there are n o provisions for the payment of the
debts of the counties desiring to be consolidated,

As the laws now stand,

* Article X i I , Sec, 7, Amendment approved, November, 1932,
**Chap, !OS, 1935 Session Laivs*

-=SSa l l assets and liabilities of each of the original counties would un
doubtedly become the property and obligation of the combined county.
However, the principle that the debt of a taxing unit is a debt against
the territory embraced b y that unit w h e n the debt was incurred has been
so firmly established in the cage of school district consolidations,*
that it is safe to assume that any bill passed b y the Legislative Assem
bly would provide for each of the original counties to constitute a tax
ing district in which bond sinking and interest levies would be made to
retire the debt against it,

if debts are to stay with the land, the

logical conclusion is that public assets in the form of delinquent tax
payments, cash on hand, real estate, a nd personality also belong to the
taxing unit, i, e » , the abandoned county, rather than to the consolidated
county.

In this respect the legislature would doubtless provide that the

assets of each of the abandoned counties be held in trust b y the consoli
dated county and be disposed of by sale and lease, the proceeds being
used to retire the indebtedness of the abandoned counties.
Geographic considerations,—
populated.

Mo n t a n a , generally speaking, is thinly

Although the number of people in any one county is small com

pared w i t h counties in other states, the average area of Montana counties
is comparatively great.

This means that i n most counties, as now consti

tuted, Some people reside at inconvenient distances from the county seat.
This situation is aggravated by natural barriers such as mountains and

* Chap. 84, 1951 Session Laws and Chap. 165, 1955 Session L a w s »
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unbridged rivers, lack

of

M g h w a y s , a nd the fact that many of the roads

are impassable during certain seasons of the year because of snow and
mud,

gounty-seat towns, moreover, are in many eases not centrally lo

cated with respect to the rural population which they serve, ' AS a r e 
sult of these factors the mileage expense of county officials is a
significant cost of government in the larger sized counties.

Any pro

posal for county consolidation must take cognizance of the distance
factor, because increasing the size of the county increases the incon
veniences of the outlying residents and the expenditures for mileage of
county officials.

In extreme instances whole rural communities could be

isolated f r o m their county seats by a consolidation.'
Social patterns»—

Another problem growing out of the fact that

Montana is sparsely populated is the effect of consolidation upon the
abandoned county-seat towns.

As mentioned previously, many counties

were formed with the intention of promoting the farm trade of the county
sea t , and the feeling still remains that these towns owe what develop
ment they have had to the mere fact that they have been seats.

Many

such towns have 'suffered a great decline in business activity because of
continued low f a r m prices, adverse weather conditions, and depletion of
soil fertility, all of which have encouraged shifts in the agricultural
population.

If the business men in these towns are correct in their con

tention that their very existence is contingent upon their retaining the
county seat, it is obvious that consolidation M i l result in great losses
to merchants a n d property owners as the f a r m trade wanes a nd once active
trading centers dwindle to ghost towns.

Ihe fear is expressed in various

IoeslitieG that the elimination of county seats will materially affect
the location of federal and state aid highways and farm-to^market roads
in the future,
H o f f e r 5 in a survey of the trading habits of farmers in five
representative Uichigan counties,

(6) found that the majority of them

patronized two or more trade centers,
studies in Wisconsin,

Kolb and Poison, f r o m their

(7) have verified this, and conclude that there is

a growing tendency for a division of labor between centers of various
Sizes in supplying certain services to the rural population,

While it

must be admitted that the towns are much closer together i n those two
states than they are in Hontana, it is. logical to expect that as more
improved highway facilities are provided in the future, the distance fac
tor will be of decreasing importance in determining the distribution of
trade, and farmers will patronize those towns which can supply each ser
vice the most advantageously,

P r o m this it will be seen that the

Importance attached to the county seat is overdrawn#

Some of these

much-feared changes in social patterns have been taking place for the
past decade and m a y be expected to continue in the future regardless of
any changes In governmental units,

Nevertheless, it complicates the

consolidation problem because it provides the basic argument for those
opposed to the abandonment of counties,
Economic basis of consolidation,—

The past fifty years of the

history of this country have been aptly termed an "era of b ig business."
Commercial and industrial power has been concentrated into a comparatively
few large corporations by the formation of mergers and giant combinations,
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the purpose of which, ostensibly at least, has been to reduce costs.
Large scale operations are associated in the popular mind with low costs
p er unit of production.

With such a background of business organization

it is natural that one of the first suggestions for reducing the costs of
government should be that of consolidating counties, the assumption being
that larger operating units w o u l d automatically result in lower costs.
proposals to reduce the property tax burden come under three
headings;

(I) reduction in the number of governmental services offered,

(2) broadening the tax base, .1, e., shifting part of the property tax
load by adding other types of taxation, and (3) performing the existing
services more economically.

County consolidation, as a means of reducing

the farm tax burden, comes under the last heading and must be judged
according to its ability to reduce the governmental cost of supplying
substantially the same services as are now offered.

M T

III:

M P E l L I f O B i B A SD C O M S O L I M T I O E

Posts Affected b y Consolidation.
Trust and agency funds.—

Obviously not all of the costs of gov*

eminent will be affected b y consolidation,

it is argued that a reduction

in the number of counties would reduce the cost of the legislature and
increase its effectiveness.

The cost of the legislature is a very small

item of the total state expenditures, an d hence any savings made possible
b y a smaller Assembly wou l d not be large enough to allow any reduction in
the one and one-half mill general state levy.

The expenditures of school

and other taxing districts would not be affected at all by any realign
ment of county boundaries» nor w o u l d the levies supporting these costs be
equalised between the counties consolidating*
County fu n d s *—

For the purpose of expenditure and budget control,

county taxes are levied by funds, the most important of which are general,
road, bridge, poor, bond interest, bond sinking, high school, and general
school funds.

In addition, counties may at their option make special

levies for fairs, libraries, weed control,
extraordinary purposes.

extension service, and other

All county funds except the general fund are

specific; that is, the levies are made f or some definite purpose.

The

general fund provides for the salaries and expenses of county offices,
maintenance of county buildings, and many other miscellaneous governmental
expenses,

rJdiore are definite legal maxima for the more important levies

and for one, the general school fund, a mi n i m u m as well,*
Usually the smaller counties (in taxable valuation) have higher
levies for the general fund and lower levies for other funds than do the
more wealthy counties.

This indicates that smaller counties do not supply

*These limits are:
general fund, 16 mills; road fund, 5 mills; bridge
fund, S mills, although under certain conditions a levy of 5 or even 4
mills may be made; poor fund, 6 mills; general school, not less than 6
mills nor more than 8; high school, 7 mills except in those cases where a
7 mill levy would not yield ()125 per high school pupil, in which Case the
maximum allowed would be one.that produced that amount; libraries, I mill;
construction of county fair buildings, I mill; and insect pest, noxious
weeds, and rodent extermination, I mill each.
Of, iec, 4466, paragraph
13, and Sections 4498, 4549, and 4568 of 1981 Revised Codes of 'Montana;
C h a p , 86, 1985 uession Laws; Chap, 54, 198 7 Session Laws; Chap, 144, 1931
Session Laws; Chap. 148 (Title V, Ohap6 5) 1938 session Laws; and Chap, 2,
1958 Session Laws,

as m a n y services and explains the fact that taxes are lower in many of
the smaller counties than in neighboring wealthy counties.

The major

part of the expenditures f r o m the general fund are for administration#
hence significant savings would he possible from enlarging the unit, '
Consolidation will not make possible any savings in the disbursements
from the specific funds because lirtle or no administrative expense is
charged to these funds and the disbursements depend upon local needs and
conditions.

Consolidation might even encourage the increase in levies

for the extraordinary funds, such as insect pest,, rodent control, and
extension service, to enable the same quality of service to be supplied
throughout the consolidated county as is now provided in the more gen
erous county.
Just what t h e effect of consolidation on the road costs- would be
is problematical.

It would seem logical that more efficient use of

machinery wo u l d be possible if the operating unit were larger.

Operation

and maintenance of machinery constitutes about one-fourth of the total
road costs.

Depreciation and obsolescence on road machinery is high,

10 to 80 per cent annually.

Data which would facilitate estimates of

road costs under a consolidation program are not available, and special
engineering surveys would have to be made of each proposed consolidation
to provide such information as amount, quality, and obsolescence of road
machinery in each county, mileage and quality of roads to be maintained,
and any particular engineering problems in each area.

Undoubtedly these

savings would be small in most cases, at least not large enough to coun
teract the equalization effect on the levies, for it must be remembered

-S8tha'fc county expenditures for roads are decreasing as the state, through
federal aid, takes over more a n d more of the financial responsibility
for construction and maintenance.

County road construction reached the

peak in 1938 and has declined steadily since, with present costs amount
ing to less than 40 per cent of the 1938 expenditure.

Many of the smaller

counties do not depend o n property taxes to maintain and construct roads,
relying on forest reserve apportionments and receipts from auto licenses
for this Irork0*
l
Io summarise, the effects of consolidation on the various funds are
as follows;

(I) no effect on state and district levies;

(3) substantial

savings in the general fund expenditures although, of course, the levy
wou l d be equalized between the consolidated counties;

(5) no effect on in

debtedness levies (bond interest and sinking, warrant indebtedness,
defunct banks, and land classification levies), since it is highly im
probable that the legislature would enact legislation or the local elec
tors approve of any consolidation proposal if debt levies were to be
equalized; and (4) equalization of levies for all other county funds, with
little or no saving except possibly in road costs.
Hot all the expenditures paid through the general fund would be
affected materially by consolidation*

In general, the costs of the ser

vices which are on a fee or per diem basis, such as justice courts,
coroner, a n d county surveyor, would not be affected,

There are numerous

*In 1955 9 counties made no levies for roads and 13 others h ad levies of
S mills or less, and in 1954 7 counties made no road levies and 15 others
h ad levies of 3 mills or less.
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services, such as elections, weights a nd measures, care of insane, care
of inmates in state a n d private institutions, care of delinquent and de
pendent children, care of prisoners, damages, and judgments, which do not
vary with the size of the county hut are dependent upon various unpre
dictable and extraneous factors.
It would be logical to expect that larger counties could obtain
supplies, stationery, and printing at lower costs because of larger pur
chases,

However, the facts of the case do not bear this out.

Schedules

Of legal maxima above which counties ma y not go on contracts for printing
and supplies have been set up,*

Smaller and poorer counties seem to be

able to get their supplies just as cheap as,, or cheaper than, larger
counties, possibly because they do not demand as high quality or as
elaborate material.

Consolidating counties would decrease somewhat the

amount of printing work to be done, but this would be offset b y the more
expensive materials demanded b y the larger counties,

The cost of pub

lishing and posting legal notices is standardized by law,** and little
savings could be expected in this work.

Mileage and traveling expense,

if affected at all b y consolidation, would more likely be increased than
decreased, because of the larger areas involved.
tihat expenditures, then, would be reduced by enlarging the county
as a unit of administration?

The most obvious advantage of consolidation -

is the fact that fewer sets of county buildings would need to be heated,
lighted, a n d maintained.

This saving would amount to about 40 or 45 per

* Of. Sec, 4483, 1931 Revised Codes of Montana,
**Ibid,

cent if two counties were combined, and 60 o r 65 per cent in the case of
three or four counties»
',However% the largest savings attributable to consolidation would
be in the salaries and wages paid to the more important county officials
and their assistants=

lBaese costs are readily predictable, as will be

pointed out in the statistical analysis in the following section=

Unit Costs and County Office Efficiency
Unjt costs.—

The idea of measuring county office efficiency by

costs per unit of w o r k was developed b y Benne=

(10)

The essence of his

method of determining the reasonableness of county expenditures is that
it attempts to correct the glaring defect of the usual devices employed
such as per capita costs and costs per taxable wealth=

The weakness of

those methods is that they assume the amount of work to be done by the
county varies directly with the population or taxable valuation served,
while the truth is that there is not as close a relationship between
population or taxable wealth and the volume of work as is commonly sup
posed=

Renne computed his estimates of work units for each office by

summating the numerical amounts of each type of work performed, weight
ing by arbitrary factors to adjust for differences in time and cost re
quirements,

The costs p e r unit were obtained by dividing the cost of each

office, as given in the annual reports of the county clerks, by the esti
mate d work u n i t s »
important offices:

{$)

These computations were made for only the six most

clerk and recorder, treasurer, assessor, clerk of

cou r t , sheriff, a n d county superintendent of schools.

They f o r m the

basis for this study on estimated savings f r o m consolidation=

-SI-

Uait poet# and'volume of tnorko—

Ia general, the eost pea unit

of rrork in any office decreases as the amount of work increases»

This

relationship was determined by plotting all the offices of a certain
type, such as all treasurers or all assessors, on a graph with unit
costs on the Y-axis and volume of work on the X-axis,

This correlation

varies somewhat between different offices but in each ease was curvi
linear* that is, unit costs decrease rapidly as the volume of work

increases when that volume is small* and more and more slowly as the
volume becomes larger (see figures I to 8)...
Two general types of curves were fitted to the correlation charts
to express mathematically these .curvilinear relationships between cost
per unit and volume of work for each class of office:

the second degree

parabola (y - a+bx*exF) and the equilateral hyperbola (y = Jl + a ) „
sc

The

mai n difference between the two curves is that the hyperbola tends to
flatten out at the extremities while the parabola reverses its direction
—

f r o m plus to minus

or

f r o m minus to plus— -after a certain point is

reached (compare figures I and 3)«

Thus, to use the hyperbola in ex

pressing the relationship between unit costs and volume of work is to
assume that the size of the office can be increased indefinitely without
experiencing any increase in costs pe r unit.

To use the parabola is to

assume that unit costs will decrease as the volume of work is increased
only up to a certain point, after which unit costs will increase as the
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Fig. I-- Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor cost per unit of work
and number of units of work in the 56 Clerk and Recorder offices (in
cluding 6 Auditor offices) in Montana.
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Fig. 3---Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor cost per unit of work and
number of units of work in the 56 County Treasurer offices.
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Fig.4-- Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor cost per unit of work and
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Fig.5--- Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor
cost per unit of work and number of units of work
in the 56 County Assessor offices.
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Fig. 6---Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor cost per unit of work and number
of units of work in the 56 Clerk of Court offices.
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Fig. 7---Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor cost per unit of work and
number of units of work in the 56 County Sheriff offices.
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Fig.8-- Scatter diagram showing correlation between labor
cost per unit of work and number of units of work
in the 56 County Superintendent of Schools offices.

volume of w o r k Is Iuqreaseda

Tixe curves as worked out for each type

of office are discussed in detail below,*

Clerk-recorder and auditor

unit coats of the combined

■

clerk-1*recorder and auditor offices** demonstrate the principle of di

minishing returns and qan best be represented by a parabola, for it
wou l d s e e m that the lowest unit cost will be obtained at a volume of
work of about 7000 units, above which the unit cost increases with
each additional amount of w o r k {see figure I),

When the cost of the

auditor’s office IS omitted* a hyperbola would seem to give a better
'’fit*'' (see figure S),

The significance of these facts to the problem

of county consolidation is that the a u ditor’s office increases the
decentralisation of county office administration {one of the biggest
disadvantages in the present form of county government), promotes a
duplication of effort, and increases the cost without providing any
additional service.
M a n y county officials and students of local government have
maintained that the audi t o r ’s office is a "fifth wheel" in the present
organization of Montana county government,

Stotesbury has this to say;

"The function of the County Auditor, as defined b y
Statute wo u l d seem to go m uch farther than practice has
established,
Bhties prescribed are;- to'audit and examine

* All curves u sed in this study were computed by the short, cut method of
fitting curves developed b y Mr, Joseph livers of the Mathematics depart
ment, Montana State College,
**Gounties of fourth class or lapger have separate county clerk and
auditor offices| in counties smaller than fourth class most of the work
of the a u d i t o r ’s office is performed b y the clerk and recorder.

all claims and approve or disapprove same; to keep a record
of same; TO A W T W D EXiMEHE BOOKS W D AOOODHTS OE ALLOOUffiT OFFICERS W D BERBER A W G R T TO THE O O M I S S I O H E R S 5
to have supervision over the county poor; and, to perform
such other duties as prescribed b y the Commissioners which
time will permit 0.
"In practice w e find that the Auditor*s position is
clerical only and consists in a check of claims along the
Saiae lines as a clerk in a business establishment wo u l d
follow, i, e „ , for mathematical correctness and general
legality*
The audit of books and accounts extends only to
fee books and checks the payment of fees in to the Treas**
urer,
There is no audit or examination of other books
except the copying of records kept covering financial
transactions for report to the Commissioners, Ifothing
can be done toward a ,check against the actual correctness
of such records. Since there are no professional quali
fications for .election to the office of Auditor, a comp©*tent auditor would be by accident rather than design* TBE
SAME DORIC ROW BEIHG- DOIffl OODLD BE lUST A S E E E l O i m T L Y EER- '
FORMED B Y A O I M D R W I R G ABODT #125,00 EER M G B T B ,
ltA H Y ATTEMPT B Y A l ADDITOR TO F D L F B L FDROTlORS ERE-

SCRIBED BY LAW TO THE M T E H T OF 80EEBFI8IBG AOOODRTIHG IR
,ABTOSIIBB OFFICE WODLD IBB RESISTED BY SDOD OFFIOE DBDBBR !HDS
ERIHOIDLE TWLT SDAT CFFIOE REOEIVFD ITS ADTDORITY F R W SRE
EEGELE A H D WAS HOT SDBISOT TO ORDERS OR EVEH SUGGESTIONS
F R O M AHOTfllR GODBTY OFFICE," (IS)
These facts were substantiated b y conversation between the author
an d various county officials through the state and help to explain wh y
those who have h a d experience with the auditor system are opposed to
county consolidation proposals wh ere counties of fourth class or larger
would result,
Treasurer* —

The relationship between the unit costs and volume

of w o r k in the county treasurer offices also seems to demonstrate the
principle of increasing costs and can best b e expressed b y a parabola
(see figure 3),

However, extrapolation fr o m such a curve in estimating

-
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the tios'bs of the treasurer’s office in a consolidated county would
forecast expenditures all out of proportion to the costs experienced
heretofore by even the largest counties.

To be on the safe side, a

hyperbola was u s e d (see figure 4), even though this curve wo u l d un

doubtedly yield results somewhat below what might be reasonably ex
pected.
Other county offices a—

Hyperbolas give excellent "fits* in

expressing the relationship between volume of work and milt costs for
the offices of assessor, clerk of court, sheriff, and county superin
tendent of schools (see figures 5, 6, 7, and 8),

In each case the

correlation charts s e e m to justify the assumption that these four
offices operate on a decreasing cost basis, for the tendency of unit

.

costs to increase w h e n the volume of w o r k increases beyond a certain
point is very slight.

These four offices differ from the clerk and

recorder and treasurer offices in that they do not have volumes of work
so large under the present organization of counties that they are oper
ating past the point of diminishing returns*
Index of office efficiency.—

Hnit costs, as measures of effi- ■

Cieney3 are not comparable between different offices within a county
because a wunit of work" does not represent the same labor requirement
for one office as it does for another,.

However, if unit costs are ex

pressed as percentages of some base, a f a i r comparison m a y be made.

M

average of these relatives for the six offices within each county,
weighted b y the labor cost of each office, can then be computed to get

a n index of average a oat per unit of w o r k which w e will term em 6,index
of office efficiency,"
There are three possible based which could be used to get the
relatives for each office-— the state average, the least efficient
,,

office, or the most efficient office,

The last named was the one

chosen for this study because of certain distinct advantages, the most
important of which is the fact that it focuses emphasis upon the high
est efficiency that was obtained in the state rather than upon some
average which may not m e a n a great deal*

For example^ an efficiency

index of 800 (with the most efficient offices equaling 100) would mean
that the labor expenditures for the six offices of that county were
just twice as great as they were for the six most efficient offices in
the state,
lBte indexes of county office efficiency vary all the way from
ISO in the case of Iiissoula County to 691 in the ease of Mineral Coun
ty,

Twelve counties had indexes of less than '800, while 14 had indexes

of 300 or more, and 4, above 400 (see table 111 a nd figure 9),

The

volume of w o r k is the most important single factor affecting the effi
ciency indexes*

A l l of the counties with indexes of less than 800 have

large volumes of work, while all those having indexes o f '300 or more
are small, rural counties with comparatively small amounts of work to
v
do*

It w o u l d seem that consolidating counties to abandon the small,

high-cost counties to secure administrative units of a more economical
else would be one w a y of increasing the general level of county office
efficiency and decreasing governmental costs.

Any general consolidation
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County

Index

County

per cent
Beaverhead
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon
Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels
Dawson
Deer Lodge
Fallon
Fergus
Flathead
Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley
Granite
Hill
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis & Clark
Liberty
Lincoln
Madison

203.33
211.31
175.65
287.64
183.09
409.55
171.56
196.21
233.96
244.96
239.07
286.90
254.61
200.25
158.51
227.85
341.97
271.47
342.68
335.56
189.33
351.77
248.17
221.24
161.98
312.00
250.76
239.44

Index
per cent

McCone
Meagher
Mineral
Missoula
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan
Silver Bow
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Treasure
Valley
Wheatland
Wibaux
Yellowstone

384.24
368.28
507.49
130.25
217.94
198.64
343.70
218.48
203.84
302.54
207.24
308.33
201.52
196.09
245.57
291.52
255.59
267.67
199.06
205.68
215.13
215.73
207.09
691.24
207.72
266.09
539.19
171.36
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-*4:6**
proposal should certainly consider the 14 most inefficient counties

shown in figure 9#,
Index of efficiency adjusted to volume of work .—

Volume of

1

work, although the most important single factor affecting unit costs,
is not the one that should, receive the most attention i n consolidation
proposals, for consolidation will automatically result in larger volumes
of work.

If it may be assumed that the lines fitted to the scatter

diagrams in figures 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 5 and S represent the average relation
ship between volumes of w o r k and costs per unit, then the vertical
deviation {plus or minus) of each county from the line represents the
effect of all factors other than volume of work*
The question which naturally arises is what causes these devia
tions.

There would seem to be several factors, among which the high

turnover in county officials and office personnel is the most important.
Prom a survey made in 1933, Renne found that a surprisingly small number
of Montana county officials have the educational background and exper
ience which would fit t h e m for office w h e n first elected,

(IO)

It is

possible that county office salaries are in many cases too small to
attract m e n of adequate education or of business and accounting exper
ience,

This means that the county must train a majority of its own

employees.

Oounty officials estimate that it takes f r o m one to two

years to learn effectively the duties of their office*

However, nearly

half of the officials do not remain in office longer than one term and
thus much valuable accumulated experience is lost to the county after

*47every biennial election.#
There is no agency available to the officials to proviso informa
tion on h o w to increase the efficiency of county offices* although- the
State ExaminerfS office Goes make an audit of the fiscal affairs of each
county office annually and the deputy examiner in making his rounds' is
able to offer a few suggestions n ow and then.

In the face of these

difficulties and the necessity for playing the game of politics*, even
a most conscientious office holder is not encouraged to f i n d out what
is wrong with the office under his supervision or to effect the needed

improvements.

As a result* custom and tradition play an important role

in office management, cumbersome methods and archaic equipment remain
unchanged through one administration after another, and offices remain
over-manned.
I n order to measure statistically these variations due to factors
other than volume of work* the unit cost for each office was expressed
as a percentage of the theoretical state average fo r the corresponding
volume of w o r k {i. e„, i n per cent of the unit cost computed, from the
equation of the line of beat fit).

An average of these relatives weight

ed according to the labor cost of each office was then made for the six
principal offices in each county to form, an index of efficiency adjusted
f or volume of work.

A n index, thus obtained, of less than 100 per cent

means that the six offices of the county are operating at less cost than

#The t e r m of office f o r clerk of court is 4 years; for county commission
er, 6 years, and for all other county officials, 2 years.

■—y

-ceAQcEQ

the "state average" for that volume of work, while one of more than 100
per dent means that the county is spending more than.the "state average,"
lBiese Indexes vary f r o m 78 per cent for Sweet Grass to 155 per
cent for Silver Bow.

S i x counties had indexes of less than 90 per cent

and 7 Iiad indexes of over ISO per cent (see table IV and figure 10).

it

will he noted that all but two of the counties that had auditors have
extremely high indexes.* This is just another indication of the unreason
able though unavoidable cost which accompanies the auditor’s office,
■ The significance of this index to the problem of county consoli
dation m a y be illustrated b y a rather typical case.

If a small county

which has been operating fairly efficiently is abandoned and consolidated
with a larger county which because of cumbersome methods 9 high turnover of
office p e r s o n n e l 4 Or political considerations, has been operating at high
er unit costs than the volume of work w o u l d justify, little or no savings
■
in administrative costs could be expected f o r the small county, although
some savings could be expected for the larger county.

Savings Possible through County Consolidation
Proposals for consolidation.— ^Various proposals for consolidation
have been made f r o m time to time.

These proposals have been grouped to

gether under two plans by the Montana Taxpayers Association,

Plan No, I

was formulated during 1952 and 1935 a nd P l a n Mo,2 was announced in Decem
ber* 1934.

It must be remembered that, while the Association took the

^Cascade, Lewis and Clark, Silver Bow, and Yellowstone counties had audi
tors throughout the year 1932-33. Fergus a nd Missoula h a d auditors for
the first six months of the year only, because of changes in classification
due to decreased taxable valuation,
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Table IV - INDEX OF COUNTY OFFICE EFFICIENCY
ADJUSTED TO VOLUME OF WORK

County

Index

County

per cent
Beaverhead
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon
Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels
Dawson
Deer Lodge
Fallon
Fergus
Flathead
Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley
Granite
Hill
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis Sc Clark
Liberty
Lincoln
Madison

100.19
96.61
90.67
90.43
98.90
98.42
132.08
104.35
121.89
103.26
114.02
122.86
91.62
136.05
102.64
119.58
110.16
132.71
88.54
101.90
102.21
105.36
102.17
111.04
108.80
94.26
103.21
100.58

Index
per cent

McCone
Meagher
Mineral
Missoula
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan
Silver Bow
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Treasure
Valley
Wheatland
Mbaux
Yellowstone

105.21
102.71
113.61
89.31
100.78
105.30
101.16
88.79
104.05
89.36
100.14
95.82
94.75
100.36
111.53
117.07
108.20
112.82
154.98
90.91
78.24
113.24
117.94
92.19
99.80
98.40
87.61
120.36
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Counties Arranged in Five Groupings According to Cost of Principal Offices
in Per Cent of "Most Reasonable Cost".

»51Initiative In bringing these plans before the public for discussion, most
of these proposals mere originally made b y people in the counties to be
a f f e c t e d , ' The charge that the plans were formulated without proper knowl
edge of the conditions in each separate county is ill-founded; the pro
posals came f r o m those closely associated with the counties to be changed
'
and vitally interested i n the adjustments that would have to be made if
the proposals were adopted,
P l a n Mo, I provides for 19 consolidations affecting 45 counties*
Thirteen counties would not be affected by consolidations, so the total
number of counties wo u l d be reduced from 56 to 32,

Five of the 19 pro

posals are for 3-county and 14 are for 8-county combinations (see table V1
and figure 11).
P l a n Mo, 2 provides for 20 consolidations affecting all but 8 of
the counties and would reduce the number, of counties from 56 to 28,

Pour

of the proposed combinations are identical with proposals in Plan Ho* I.
Sight proposals provide that the territory of the abandoned counties be
divided between two or three counties (see table VI and figure 12),

Ihe

method used i n this study is not adapted for analysis of consolidations
where the proposed county boundaries do not follow present county lines,
so there are left 29 separate combinations of counties in the two plans
to be analyzed*
Method of estimating savings.—

Tlie method of estimating savings

due to consolidation for the six principal county offices briefly is as
follows

Table V - JUhTARY
Co®”
binstion
num Counties
ber
Name

Class of
consoliaffected dated
Class
county

.NALT-IS OF CONSOLIDATION PLAl

Proposed
county
seat

I

Phillips
Blaine

7th
6th

5th

Malta

2

Sheridan
Daniels

6 th
7th

6th

Plentywood

3

Valley
Roosevelt

6 th
6th

5th

4

Dawson
Richland
Wibaux

6th
6 th
7 th

5

Custer
Powder River
Prairie

6

1932
taxable
valuation
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

NO. I

Estimated savings In
disbursements due to
In per cent of
general fund
Amount disbursements
dollars
per cent

general fund
consolidation
Per AlOOO T V
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

10,275,865

19,445

16.07

1.89

8,457,038

16,339

15.31

1.93

Glasgow

13,411,096

25,765

17.91

1.92

5th

Glendive

13,793,429

31,546

19.79

2.29

6th
7th
7th

4th

Miles City

15,280,229

24,704

15.73

1.62

Rosebud
Treasure

6th
7th

6th

Forsyth

9,345,121

14,333

14.87

1.53

7

Fallon
Carter

7th
7th

6th

Baker

6,974,789

18,982

23.82

2.72

8

Toole
Liberty

6th
7 th

6 th

Shelby

8,875,951

15,029

12.10

1.69

9

Fergus
Judith Basin
Petroleum

5th
6th
7 th

4th

Lewistown

18,255,789

26,516

10.61

1.45

Musselshell
7 th
Golden Valley 7th

6th

Roundup

6,677,479

16,514

17.12

2.47

10

Continued on next page

Table V t sheet 2
Combination
num Counties
ber
Name

_____ ______________________________________________________

Class of
consollaffected dated
Class county

1932
taxable
Proposed
valuation
county
of proposed
seat
consolidation
dollars

11

Sweet Grass
Stillwater

7th
7th

6th

Big Timber

12

Gallatin
Park

5th
6th

3rd

Bozeman

13

Wheatland
Meagher

7th
7th

6th

14

Jefferson
Broadwater

7th
7th

15

Beaverhead
Madison

16

Estimated savings in general fund
disbursements due to consolidation
In per cent of Per *1000 T V
general fund
of proposed
Amount disbursements consolidation
dollars
per cent
dollars

8,332,734

21,037

26.09

2.52

20,775,317

7,968

4.73

.38

Harlowton

8,207,686

18,858

25.85

2.30

6th

Boulder

7,759,555

15,056

19.15

1.95

6th
7th

5th

Dillon

10,444,075

20,149

18.66

1.93

Deer Lodge
Granite
Powell

5th
7th
6th

4th

Anaconda

19,207,121

24,978

15.37

1.30

17

Missoula
Mineral
Ravalli

5th
7 th
7th

3rd

Missoula

21,793,709

25,668

11.38

1.18

18

Flathead
Lake

5th
7th

5th

Kalispell

14,564,580

24,491

15.24

1.68

19

Pondera
Glacier

6th
7th

6th

Conrad

8,899,601

24,725

18.31

2.72

PRESENT BOUNDARIES
PROPOSED BOUNDARIES
CONSOLIDATION NUMBERS

Fig. 11 —

Consolidation Plan No. I.

Table VI - SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF CONSOLIDATION PLAN NO. 2
Com
bineClass of
tion
consolinum- Counties affected
dated
ber
Name
Class county

Proposed
county
seat

I a/

Phillips
Blaine

7th
6 th

5th

Malta

2 a/

Sheridan
Daniels

6th
7th

6th

Plentywood

3

Richland
Roosevelt

6th
6th

5th

4

Dawson
McCone
Mbaux

6th
7th
7th

5

Custer
Garfield
Powder River
Prairie

6 a/

1932
taxable
valuation
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

Estimated savings in
disbursements due to
In per cent of
general fund
Amount disbursements
dollars
per cent

general fund
consolidation
Per $1000 T V
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

10,275,865

19,445

16.07

1.89

8,458,038

16,339

15.31

1.93

Sidney

10,910,168

26,308

20.52

3.33

5th

Glendive

13,001,942

33,226

21.75

2.56

6th
7th
7th
7th

4th

Miles City

19,041,020

36,089

18.03

1.90

Rosebud
Treasure

6th
7th

6th

Forsyth

9,345,124

14,333

14.87

1.53

7 a/

Fallon
Carter

7th
7 th

6th

Baker

6,974,789

18,982

23.85

2.72

8

Hill
Liberty

6th
7 th

5th

Havre

10,756,773

18,291

16.08

1.70

Continued on next page

Table VI, sheet 2
Combinstlon
num Counties
ber
Name

Class of
consollaffected dated
county
Class

Proposed
county
seat

1932
taxable
valuation
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

Estimated savings In
disbursements due to
In per cent of
general fund
Amount disbursements
dollars
per cent

general fund
consolidation
Per SlOOO T V
of proposed
consolidation
dollars

Fergus
Petroleum

5th
7 th

5th

Lewistown

12,419,763

21,767

11.20

1.75

10

Musselshell
Golden Valley
Wheatland

7th
7th
7th

5th

Roundup

10,622,395

37,532

27.45

3.53

11

Park
Meagher
Sweet Grass

6 th
7th
7th

4th

Livingston

15,765,859

28,059

22.60

1.78

12

Toole
Glacier
Pondera

6th
7 th
6 th

4th

Shelby

15,600,616

31,664

14.03

2.03

13

Deer Lodge
Granite

5th
7th

5th

Anaconda

13,139,904

15,205

13.75

1.16

14

Yellowstone
Big H o r n
Stillwater

4th
7 th
7th

3rd

Billings

27,680,134

29,035

10.55

1.05

9

a/

Same combination as in Plan No. I

PRESENT BOUNDARIES
PROPOSED BOUNDARIES
CONSOLIDATION NUMBERS
Fig. 12 —

Consolidation Plan No. 2

I- The total work malts for each office In the consolidation were
determined b y totaling the w o r k units in the component counties,
3.

The consolidated work units for the offices Of county clerk and

treasurer were then, scaled down to allow f o r sayings in the actual amount
of w o r k "to.be performed due to the consolidation of bookkeeping systems,,
in the case of the other four offices, it was assumed that the work in the
consolidated county w o u l d be the total of the w o r k now done in the com
ponent counties»
3, !Bte estimated costs per unit of w o r k f or the consolidation were
found b y substituting the number of work units in place of the x ’s in the
equations of the lines of best fit.
4, The computed costs per unit were then adjusted for deviations
f r o m these curves in the case of the county that would retain the county
seat.g to allow f o r all factors other than volume of work,
5, The estimated costs p e r unit w e r e multiplied b y the number of
units to derive the estimated cost for each office#
6, Ths summation of these estimated costs was subtracted from the
total actual costs of these offices in the component counties to arrive
at the estimated savings (or increased) in, costs for each consolidation#*
Ourves expressing the relationship between unit costs and volume
of w o r k could not be made for other county expenditures because of lack
of data#

Hotvevera linear correlations could be used in two cases.

There

is a close relationship between the total cost Of the county commissioners

*The equations used in these computations 2 together with explanations of
symbols 0 will be found in Exhibit A 2 Appendix.

""SS”’
to the county and the total operation an d maintenance of the county, *

The

total cost of the a u d i t o r s office in each of the proposals where an audi
tor would h e necessary was estimated separately from the clerk and record
e r ’s office, because the auditor represents an additional cost without any
increase in t he services performed,

The close relationship between the

total cost of the audi t o r ’s office and the number of claims audited was
use d as the basis for these estimates,**
Estimates of less important costs were made without recourse to
mathematical methods.

The State Examiner fees, which are based on the

taxable valuation* c a n be definitely forecast f or a proposed consolida
tion=***

I n making estimates for the maintenance costs of county build

ings, only the buildings in the county seat of each proposed consolidation

were considered, although it is quite possible that after consolidation the
buildings belonging to the abandoned counties would be utilized for county
purposes, such as local jails and hospitals, and hence would have to be
maintained.

In estimating the salaries and wages for the county attorney's

office, the county board o f health, a n d the county physician, the highest
cost to be found in the component counties was taken to be the cost in the

*
One of the important duties of the commissioners is to pass upon all
claims presented.
This relationship is indicated by a correlation coeffi
cient of +809 S ,031« Sde Exhibit A 6 Appendix, for the equation used.
** As previously mentioned* the auditing of claims is the most important
function of the a u d itorfs office* The relationship between costs and
claims may be expressed b y the coefficient of correlation which equals
+946 * .053,
The equation used in making the estimates will be found in
Exhibit A, Appendix.
*** S e e Sec, 331* 1931 Hevised Codes of Montana, as amended b y Chap, 98,
1925 Session laws*

"SO"'
consolidated county.

Except for the county’s share of the county attor

ney’s salary (tvhieh is determined by statute) these costs will be
determined b y the attitude of the board of commissioners.
It will be seen f r o m the foregoing that the estimates of savings
due to consolidation made b y the methods followed are quite liberal.

In

the first place, it was assumed that there would be no increase in costs
p er unit where extremely large volumes of work would result and hyperbola
rather than parabola curves were used.

On the other band, there is enough

evidence in the scatter diagrams already presented to indicate that it
would be reasonable to expect increases in unit costs after certain large
volumes of work are reached.

Second, in all cases where a doubt existed

estimates of costs were made o n the smallest that could reasonably be
expected, hence the savings predicted are in the upper limit of expect
ancy.

It would seem, then, that if there is any weakness i n the method

used, it is in estimating the savings too high rather than too low.
Comparison of m e t h o d s .—

There are two other methods which have

been used to estimate savings due to consolidation.

Heckart and Klemmed-

son of Colorado (5) and Calbraith of California (4) predict enormous
savings f r o m consolidation of counties in their states, on the basis of a
comparison of the per capita expenditures of large and small counties.
The weakness of this method, as far as Montana conditions are concerned
(and perhaps those of Colorado a n d California as well),, is that the amount
of w o r k to be done by the county offices does not vary w i t h population.
The sane is true of taxable valuation,

for example, Heer lodge County is

one of the largest counties in the state if measured by population or

taxable valuation, but one of the smallest if measured b y the amount of
w o r k to be done b y the county offices«

Counties containing large cities

should not be compared w i t h rural counties on a per capita or per taxable
valuation basis*
Tbe method of estimating savings used b y the Montana Taxpayers A s 
sociation is ranch more logical t h a n the above.

In this method,, a tabula

tion is set up which practically amounts to a budget of what the expendi
tures of the consolidated county ought to be.

The only weakness of this

system is that it fails to make the distinction between "what will be" and
"what ought to be", w h i c h are usually two entirely different things.

The

budget does show on how little the consolidated county could be operated,
but it would seem to be rather too optimistic to hope that a group of
county officers w o u l d follow any budget except one set up by themselves.1
Evidence has already b e e n presented to show that every county in the state
is spending more on administration t h a n is necessary {see table IIXO«

Is ■

it not logical to assume that counties would continue to spend more than
necessary if the only change in county governments is a reduction in their
number?
Estimates of savings due to consolidation made by the Association
are compared with those made according to the unit cost method in table
VII.

It will be noted that the Association estimates are about twice as

high as those derived b y the unit cost method.

The Association estimates

are based o n 1938 data and the unit cost estimates, on 1933 data.

Inas

much as there was a slight decrease in county administration costs {8.3
per cent) between 1988 and 1933, this difference in time wo u l d have some

'62Table VII - COMPARISON OF SAVINGS COE TO CONSOLIDATION BY TWO METHODS
OF ESTIMATION, CONSOLIDATION PLAN NO. I

Combi
nation
number

Counties affected

I

Phillips and Blaine

2

Savings estimates made by
Montana Tax- The cost per
payers Assoc, unit method
$ 35,917

S 19,445

Sheridan and Daniels

32,389

16,339

3

Valley and Roosevelt

43,568

25,765

4

DawsQii, Richland, and M b a u x

62,231

31,546

5

Custer, powder River, and Prairie

40,956

24,704

6

Rosebud and Treasure

19,325

14,333

7

Fallon and Carter

28,563

18,982

8

Toole and Liberty

26,482

15,029

9

Ferg u s , Judith Basin, and Petroleum

57,905

26,516

10

Musselshell and Golden Valley

21,886

16,514

11

Sweet Grass and Stillwater

24,563

21,037

12

Gallatin and Park

35,413

7,968

13

Wheatland and Meagher

24,710

18,858

14

Jefferson and Broadwater

24,415

15,056

15

Beaverhead and Madison

35,346

20,149

16

Deer Lo d g e , Granite, and Powell

59,425

24,978

17

Missoula, Mineral, and Ravalli

51,659

25,668

18

Flathead and lake

35,703

24,491

19

Pondera and Glacier

38,421

24,725

698,877

392,103

Total

effect o n the Comparability of the estimates=

However# this would be

slight and for the most part the discrepancy may be taken to be the
difference between the "ideal" a n d the "most probable" forecast=
Estimated savings in costs,---The savings computed b y the
above method f o r the 29 consolidation proposals vary from $7900 in the
Gallatin-Parlc combination to §3?#500 in the Musselshell-Golden ValleyWheatland combination#

In 11 combinations the estimated savings amount

to less than O S O sO O O 0 a n d in only 5 do they amount to over y00,000 (see
tables V and V I ) ,
!Ehe actual amount saved is not a good indication of the effec
tiveness of a consolidation p l a n to reduce costs.,

!Hie savings expressed

as percentages of the total general fund disbursements of the component
counties present a much better .picture of the effectiveness.

These per

centages v a r y from 4=7 per cent in the case of the Gallatin-Park com

bination to 27,5. per cent in the Musselshell-Golden Valley-Eheatland
combination=

I n only 7 of the combinations does the estimated saving

amount to more than 20 per cent of the general fund disbursements (see ■
tables V and VI),
The savings per §1000 of taxable valuation of the consolidated
county show the effect of consolidation upon the general fund levies ■
(I, e, s they are numerically the same as the average reduction i n mills
levied) =

The savings p e r §1000 of taxable valuation vary from (L0G for

the Gallat in-Park combination to 1,3=58 for the Mussel she! I -Golden Valley
-Wheatland combination.

In 19 of the combinations the savings per #1000

of taxable valuation amount to less than §2=00 a nd in only 6, to more,
than $2.50 (See tables V and VI).
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Effeet of consolidation on levies.— --As previously Indicated3
consolidation will equalize all levies except debt fund and special dis
trict levies .

In computing the most probable levy for the general fund

for a consolidation, the total amount levied b y the component counties
under the present set-up is reduced by the percentage which the estimated
savings due to consolidation make of the total general fund disbursements*
This reduced amount to be levied, times IdOO, divided by the total tax
able valuation of the combination equals the general fund levy in mills.
The other specific levies are equalised without reduction*

,The total

equalized levies plus the debt fund levies equals the .estimated levies
for each component county.

The difference {plus or minus) between the

present levies a n d the estimates indicates h o w much the taxpayers in each
county w o u l d gain or lose b y consolidating (see tables VIIX and IX) „
Generally speaking^ the saving in the general fund due to consoli
dation is not large enough to overcome any wide spread in specific levies
between the counties*

A s a result, i n all but 9 of the combinations

studied, at least one component county would have its levies increased by
the consolidation.

Taxpayers in some counties would enjoy reduction in

levies while those in others would suffer increases.

To illustrate, in

one combination, Fergus and !Petroleum counties would, have reductions
amounting to 11 and 14 per cent respectively, while levies in Judith Basin
w o u l d have to.be raised approximately 34 per cent (see table V I I I ) .

In

such c a s e s , savings in the general fund of twice the estimates used in
this study wo u l d not be great enough to offset the equalization in spe
cific levies to make consolidation mutually.beneficial to all counties
concerned*

Table VIII - EQUALIZATION ?TTEGT OiN TAX L E V I ^ DfJE TO CO' iOLIDATICNi

of

COtnrrm ACOORDinc t o

bine-

tion
num Counties
ber affected

County
levies
mills

Average
total
levies
mills

I

Phillips
Bloine

,63.060
39.550

88.126
62.628

2

Sheridan
Donlels
Valley
Roosevelt

62.000
55.500
37.050
63.400
43.000
Daweon
r 43.000
Richland
36.OOC
Wibaux
40.750
Custer
27.750
powder River
30.000
prairie
37.757
Rosebud
Treasure
27.500
40.670
Fallon
. :
Carter
40.900
Toole
36.460
Liberty

91.453
88.528

58.507
42.699
58.876
65.130
60.093
55.688

34.365

52.750
28.100
51.000

74.382
44.526
68.696

4

5

6
7

a
9

do. i

1932 tax levies Eet l m t e d tnx levies
in each
under proposed
county affected______ consolidation

-

3

piau

Fergus
Judith Raein
Petroleum

64.454
88.000
65.197
68.741
52.405
56.083
45.138
47.529

Estlmnted increase or decrease
under proposed conaolldatio

39.977
41.837
38.877
35.177

55.115
46.307
58.183
58.367
58.070
54.405

][n per cent In per cent
of county of average
Amount levies total levies
mills per cent per cent
- 8.864 -14.06
-10.06
♦ 4.886 ♦12.35
♦ 7.80
- .210 — *34
- .23
- 5.210 - 9.39
- 5.89
♦ 4.759 ♦12.83
♦ 7.38
- 9.311 -14.69
-10.58
- 1.768 - 4.11
- 2.71
- 5.268 -12.25
- 7.66
♦ 1.232 ♦ 3.42
♦ 2.35
- 5.770
-14.16
-10.29
♦ 18.a
♦ 5.230
♦11.69
♦ 1.480
♦ 4.93
♦ 3.11
- 3.392 - 8.98
- 5.80
♦ 3.608 ♦13.12
♦ 8.45
— *693
- 1.70
- 1.18
-13.92
- 6.763
-10.38
- 4.95
- 2.023
- 3.37
- 1.283
- 3.52
- 2.30

46.919
37.619
43.419

68.551
54.045
61.115

*
-

County
levies
mills
54.196
44.436
61.790
50.290
41.849
54.089
41.232
.

37.832
34.980
32.980
31.480
31.108

Average
total
levies
mills
79.262
67.514
91.243
63.318
69.213
76.689
65.429
63.473
53.637
50.313
50.368
49.00*3

Continued on next page

5.831
9.619
7.581

-11.05
♦33.88
-14.86

- 7.84
♦21.38

-11.04

Table VIII, sheet 2
1932 tax levies Estimated tax levies
in each
under proposed
county affected______ consolidation

Combina-

tion
num
ber

County
Counties
affected

Average
total
levies
mills
83.159
61.050
39.713
70.760
48.026
47.180
52.901
41.149

County
levies
mills
51.232
52.522
31.892
38.392
30.146
32.896
32.233
30.833

Average
total
levies
mills
76.391
65.672
43.605
59.652
46.422
49.076
47.934
41.982

32.142
41.642
41.002
37.002
30.868
40.868
34.118
39.833
40.493
45.083

52.598
56.148
57.777
55.750
42.741
53.915
47.829
57.596
54.209
64.876

Musselshell
Golden Valley
Sweet Grass
Stillwater
Gallatin
Park
Wheatland
Meagher

levies
mills
58,000
47.900
28.000
49.500
31.750
31.000
37.250
30.000

14

Jefferson
Broadwater

36.000
40.000

15

Beaverhead
Madison
Deer Lodge
Granite
Powell
Missoula
Mineral
Ravalli

44.250
37.667
32.500
46.500
33.000
40.750
34.460
52.250

56.456
54.506
61.025
56.415
44.373
59.547
46.711
58.513
48.176
72.043

18

Flathead
Lake

40.307
50.000

57.033
81.711

41.574
40.904

58.300
72.615

19

Pondera
Glacier

35.400
39.870

53.505
59.210

34.713
36.143

52.818
55.483

10
11
12
13

16

17

a/

Estimated increase or decrease
in levies
under proposed consolidation5/

In per cent In per cent
of county of average
Amount levies
total levies
mills per cent per cent
- 6.768
-11.67
- 8.14
♦ 4.622
♦ 9.65
♦ 7.57
+ 3.892
♦13.90
♦ 9.80
-11.108
-22.44
-15.70
- 1.604
- 5.05
- 3.34
+ 1.896
♦ 6.12
♦ 4.02
- 4.967
-13.35
- 9.39
-t .833
♦ 2.78
♦ 2.02
- 3.858
-10.72
- 6.83
+ 1.642
♦ 4.11
♦ 3.01
- 3.248
- 7.34
- 5.32
— .665
- 1.77
- 1.18
- 1.632
- 5.02
- 3.68
- 5.632
-12.11
- 9.46
♦ 1.118
♦ 3.39
♦ 2.39
- .917
- 2.25
- 1.57
+ 6.033
♦17.51
♦12.52
- 7.167
-13.72
- 9.95
+ 1.267
♦ 3.14
♦ 2.22
- 9.096
-18.19
-11.13
- .687
- 1.94
- 1.28
- 3.727
- 9.35
- 6.29

A n increase in levies is denoted by a plus sign {+ ); a decrease, by a minus sign (-).

Table IX - EQUALIZATION EFFECT ON TAX LEVIES DUE TO CONSOLIDATION
OF COUNTIES ACCORDIljG TO PLAN HO. 2

Combination
num Counties
ber
affected

1932 tax leviesEstimated tax leviesEstimated increase or decrease
in each
under proposed
in levies
county affected
consolidation
under proposed consolidation^/
County Average
County Average
In per cent In per cent
total
total
of county of average
levies
levies
levies
levies
Amount levies total levies
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills per cent per cent

lb/

Phillips
Blaine

63.060
39.550

88.126
62.628

54.196
44.436

79.262
67.514

— 8.864
+ 4.886

-14.06
+12.35

-10.06
♦ 7.80

2b/

Sheridan
Daniels

62.000
55.500

91.453
88.528

61.790
50.290

91.243
83.318

•

-

.210
5.210

- .34
- 9.39

- .23
- 5.89

3

Richland
Roosevelt

43.000
63.400

68.741
88.000

43.960
57.360

69.701
81.960

+

.960
- 6.040

+ 2.23
- 9.53

+ 1.40
— 6.86

4

Dawson
McCone
Wibaux

43.000
36.250
36.000

65.197
53.066
52.405

39.565
33.565
35.565

61.762
50.381
51.970

• 3.435
- 2.685
.435

- 7.99
- 7.41
- 1.21

- 5.27
- 5.06
— .83

5

Custer
Garfield
Powder River
Prairie

40.750
36.000
27.750
30.000

56.083
54.519
45.138
47.529

34.727
33.727
32.727
31.227

50.060
52.246
50.115
48.756

6.023
2.273
+ 4.977
+ 1.227

-14.78
— 6.31
+17.94
+ 4.09

-10.74
- 4.17
+11.03
+ 2.58

Rosebud

58.507
42.699

34.365
31.108

55.115
45.307

mm

Treasure

37.757
27.500

3.392
3.608

- 8.98
+13.12

+

Fallon
Carter

40.670
48.600

58.876
65.130

39.977
41.837

58.183
58.367

•

.693
6.763

- 1.70
-13.92

- 1.18
-10.38

Hill
Liberty

31.000
36.460

54.909
55.688

30.712
30.512

54.621
49.740

.288
5.948

- .93
-16.31

-

Sb/

7b/

8

continued on next page

-

«•

—

-

5.80
8.45

.52
-10.68

Table I X t sheet 2

1932 tax levies
in each
county affected

Combins-

tion
num
ber

Estimated increase or decrease
in levies
under proposed consolidations/

County

levies
mills

Average
total
levies
mills

levies
mills

Average
total
levies
mills

Fergus
Petroleum

52.750
51.000

74.382
68.696

51.619
48.119

73.251
65.815

- 1.131
- 2.881

- 2.14
- 5.65

- 1.52
- 4.19

10

Musselshell
Golden Valley
Wheatland

58.000
47.900
37.200

83.159
61.050
52.901

47.714
49.004
40.614

72.873
62.154
56.315

-10.286
+ 1.104
♦ 3.414

-17.73
+ 2.30
+ 9.18

-12.37
+ 1.81
* 6.45

11

Park
Meagher
Sweet Grass

31.000
30.000
28.000

47.180
41.149
39. 713

28.281
30.281
26.781

44.461
41.430
38.494

- 2.719
+ .281
- 1.219

- 8.77
+ .94
- 4.35

- 5.76
+ .68
+ 3.07

12

Toole
Glacier
Pondera

40.900
39.870
35.400

60.093
59.210
53.505

36.556
38.286
36.856

55.749
57.626
54.961

- 4.344
- 1.584
+ 1.456

-10.62
- 3.97
♦ 4.11

- 7.23

Deer Lodge
Granite

32.500
46.500

44.373
59.547

32.281
41.281

44.154
54.328

- .219
- 5.219

- .67
-11.22

- .49
- 8.76

Yellowstone
Big Horn
Stillwater

32.000
46.000
49.500

51.038
64.968
70.760

32.832
42.832
41.332

51.870
61.800
62.592

+ .832
- 3.168
- 8.168

9

13
14

County

Estimated tax levies
under proposed
consolidation

Counties
affected

[n per cent In per cent
of county of average
Amount
levies total levies
mills per cent per cent

+ 2.60
- 6.89

-16.50

- 2.68

♦ 2.72

+ 1.63
- 4.88
-11.54

a/

An increase in levies is denoted by a plus sign (♦); a decrease, by a minus sign (-).

b/

Sane combination as on Plan Eo. I.

>1
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Ooasolidafciona To Be Recommended.

General principles0- - B r o m a g e points out that, tjbile movements for
county consolidation have "been started, in more than thirty states, only
three consolidations have b e e n accomplished in recent y e a r s » (3)

lames,

a relatively small, poor county in Tennessee „ was consolidate a in 1919 with
Hamilton, a comparatively wealthy county, containing the large city of
Chattanooga,

I n 193S two rural counties in Georgia, Campbell and Milton,

were consolidated with the larger and wealthier county of Fulton, which
contains the city of Atlanta,

In both of these cases the action of the

legislature was subject to local referendum.

In 1935 the Michigan legis

lature, b y a mandatory enactment, dissolved ISanitou county and divided
its territory between Charlevoix and Leelanau,

The principle involved in

all three cases was the abandonment of small, poor counties and attachment
of their territory to contiguous wealthy counties.
This principle seems to be uppermost in the minds of those who
have strongly urged county consolidation in other states,

In Montana,

however, the idea that the largest counties should be made larger has not
h a d a great deal of support„

it will be noticed from the analysis made

in tables V and TI that comparatively few of the proposed consolidations
include large counties.

The fact that the people in the small counties

are extremely suspicious of political dominance by their larger neighbors
m a y be responsible for this.

-70Moreover5 there■is evidence available to support the contention
that extremely large counties are not particularly desirable under the
Montana system of county organization.

Renne indicates that perhaps

counties of the fifth class, I. e.», medium sized counties with taxable
valuation of from ^lO,OOOsOOO to 015,000*000, have the most efficient
size,

(9)

The distribution of counties on the correlation charts in

figures I to 8 bears out this conclusion,

While the statement that large

Montana counties should not be made larger cannot be laid down as a hard
and fast rule to be followed in making recommendations for mergers, it
nevertheless must be emphasized that possibilities of forming efficient
sized counties f r o m two

or

more small counties should n o t .be overlooked.

A second a n d more important principle to be followed is that no
county should be abandoned if there is any possibility that the consoli
dation wou l d increase the tax levies appreciably in any of the component
counties.

The James-Hamilton combination In Tennessee is the only actual

consolidation upon which data are available to show the effects on tax
levies.

In this instance consolidation apparently had no effect on the

Hamilton levies, but the rates in the abandoned James County were reduced
fro m 01.95 to 01.05 per hundred.

B r o m g e points out, however, that this

reduction in rates was riot due so much to consolidation as to a statewide
revaluation of property in Tennessee, a nd

that

the most important advan

tage directly attributable to the merger w as an increase in the quality
and amount of services offered.

(S)

Under Montana conditions a n increase

in quality a n d amount of services offered would, more often than not, mean
a n increase in tax levies for the abandoned county.

If the levies in the

"•71—
county to bo Abandoned aye higher than those in the county with which it
is to be consolidated, naturally the merger would be advantageous to its
taxpayers from the cost side of the picture, in addition to th e question
of services rendered.
The above is not meant to imply that equalization of taxes is
undesirable, for nothing could be farther f r o m the truth.

The purpose of

equalization is to distribute the tax burden according to the ability to
pay.

Thus

it should be extended first to types or classes of property and

to the various grades o r qualities
ferent areas,
scope.

to

be truly

within

effective,

each class

and

then to the dif

equalization should be statewide in

The equalization that wo u l d result from consolidation of counties

would m erely equalize levies within certain areas and the inequalities in
assessments, and hence taxes, would exist as before.
result w o u l d be an.increase in tax inequalities.

In many cases the

Anderson apparently has

this in m i n d when, in pointing out the advantages possible under consoli
dation, he says:
rtIt can .he argued, of course, that if taxpayers in small
units of government are willing to p ay the bill, it is their own
money they are spending and no one else has a right to interfere.
There is some force to this contention, and in certain cases it
will prevail over all other considerations, . . .
On the other
hand, it should be pointed out that the larger community, the
state, has a real interest in the good conduct of local govern
ment.
It is the state wh i c h authorizes local taxation, and
. therefore it has a genuine concern to see that no taxpayers are
unduly burdened. Reasonable protection to the minority groups
is especially important, furthermore, when local taxes become
so heavy., the State itself suffers a direct loss, because its own
taxes cannot be collected.
If the matter stopped there it would
still not be unbearable to the state, hut experience shows that
overburdened districts soon begin to demand more state aid, spe
cial a i d which will relieve local taxpayers. Already the state
is granting school aid and road aid very liberally to districts

!

-72Qnd counties.
The money so granted has to come out of tax
payers in other parts of the state, w h o m the state is obli
gated to protect, a state c a n never be Justified in taxing
persons in one part of the state to support weak a nd ineffi
cient local units in another part, if b y the organisation of
larger and more competent units some of this expense can be
'avoided.i# (l)
I1Jhile it would s e e m that Anderson has not considered the possi
bility that tax rates could be lower in small, counties— --as Is sometimes
the case in Montana*— he ably brings out, both sides of the question of
local rights versus state responsibility.

Although it is difficult to

Justify on philosophical grounds the refusal of small counties: to submit
to consolidation because they w o u l d then have to bear a more equitable
share of the costs of such governmental services as highways and schools,
it must be recognised that local referendum, ingrained as it is in our
ideals of democratic government, stands as a defense of present county
boundaries.

It would b e futile to campaign for consolidation proposals

that do not bear promise of significant reductions in tax rates In the
territory of the abandoned, counties,

Gucb proposals would be hopelessly

defeated at the polls.
Specific proposals .-IiJhiIo only 29 combinations were analysed
in this stu d y , it is likely that there are other combinations just as
desirable.

However, any general plan f o r consolidation should not

overlook the nine combinations already noted in which the levies of all
component counties would be reduced.

They are as follows;

Daniels w i t h Sheridan
Carter with Fallon
Liberty with Toole

-75
Liberty

with

Hill

Macli son with Beaverhead
Glacier with Jondera
McCone and tfibamc with Hav/son
Petroleum w i t h Fergus
Granite with Deer Lodge
It will be noted that none of these combinations include a large county1
a n d only two include what might be termed medium sized counties.
In the Sheridan-Daniols

combination,

the Daniels levies would be

reduced 5,2 mills or about 9,4,^por cent, while the reduction in Sheridan
levies w o u l d be small, leas than I p e r cent,

Carter county levies would

be reduced 6,8 mills (13,9 per cent) and Fallon levies, about »7 mill
(1.7 per cent) if these two counties should consolidate,

Liberty could

be economically consolidated w i t h either Ioola or Hill county.

If merged

with Toole, Liberty could expect about 1,3 mills (3.5 per cent) reduction
in levies? if with Hill, about 5,9 mills or 16,3 per cent.

The reduction

in Toole w o u l d be about 5 per cent, " In the Glaeier-Pondera combination.
Glacier levies would be reduced about 9.4 per cent, while Pondera levies,
less than S per cent,

i n the three-county combination, Dawson and HcOone

could expect reductions of 8 and

7,4

could expect only 1.8 p e r cent.

In the Fergus-Petroleum combination, both

counties

would have

spectively,

per cent respectively, while

Wibaux

small reductions in levies, 8,1 and 5.7 per cent re

Granite could expect about 11,2 per cent reduction in levies

if it voted to go w i t h Deer Lodge; in the latter county, however, levies
wo u l d not be reduced materially (see tables H I I and EC),

-74Besiaes these nine corrib!nations i n which the levies of none of
the component counties xvouia be Incfeasea6 there afe three in which the
levies of the abandoned counties would be reduced from 7 to 18 per cent
while those of the county seat county w o u l d be increased slightly* prob
ably not more than two or three per cent.

These consolidations are:

Lake w i th Flathead
Roosevelt with Richland
Big H o r n and Stillwater with Yellowstone
The proposal f or uniting Meagher and Sweet Orasg with B a r k might also be
recommended because the increase in levies in Meagher would be negligible
(less than I per cent) while levies in the other two counties would be
reduced a great deal.
Consolidation and present county b o u n d a r i e s , A s previously men
tioned, no attempt was made in this study to analyze those proposals In
whi c h the territory of each abandoned county would be divided between two
or more counties.

The question that might be raised is whether it would

be advisable to ignore present county lines in m a n y ,combinations and con
solidate to secure compactness and unified trading areas, both of which
are desirable attributes of a county, at the same time securing a volume
of work for each set of county officials large enough to insure reductions
in present administrative coats.

This would no doubt be possible, and the

only disadvantage wo u l d be the cost of transcribing the records in the
counties to be partitioned,

Aside f r o m that, the same principles as have

been brought out for the proposals analysed would hold, and the question
of the effect on levies w o u l d still have to be answered.

—75*'
Appraisal of County Consolidation a& a
f a r m Tax EeliOf Measure

LiimLtat3,oas of Ooasolidatioaa- - I t will be seen f r o m the foregoing
analysis that the possibilities of f a r m tax reduction through county con
solidation are distinctly limited under the present organisation of coun
ties ,

E v e n in the consolidation proposals recommended abo v e 5 the savings

in taxes are so small that as a tax reduction measure consolidation would
prove to be a disappointment„

of the 14 counties shown in figure 9, having

such small volumes of work that efficient county administration is practi
cally impossible under the present system of county government* it is
highly significant that only 5 could expect any savings i n tax levies
through consolidation.
The reason for this is that administrative expenses are
compared w i t h the total expenditures,

small

In „1933 administrative costs aver

aged only 18 per cent of t h e total county disbursements,

A S previously

indicated* consolidation w o u l d make possible considerable savings in
administrative expense (see tables ? a nd TI) * and if administrative costs
were the only considerations involved, enormous savings could be expected
f r o m county consolidation.

However, a large part of the costs of the

county are controlled more by law than by.the actions of the county offi
cials,

for example, the cost of education is the largest single item of

expense 9 accounting for over one-fourth of the total in 1933; yet the
county commissioners have a very narrow range within w h i c h they must fix
the levies for the general school and high school funds, and none Of the
county officials have a great deal of control over the ultimate expend!-

-76ture of these funds "by the local districts»

Then too, if increasing the

sisie of the county results in a change of classification, this would auto
matically add the extra cost of the au d i t o r rs office and increase the
salaries of all elected salaried officials«

The increase in salaries

might be advantageous to the county if better qualified Officials were
obtained.

However, the experience of the present counties does not give

much hope for this, for, on the average, small counties s e e m to stand
just about as much chance of securing well qualified officials as do the
large ones,
Principles to be learned from corporation mergers,—

Maintaining

that the savings possible through consolidation are small certainly does
not agree with the popular misconception of consolidation, which is ex
pressed by Hecicart and Klemmedson when they say, f,lf consolidation is a
good thing for railroads and b i g business in eliminating overhead expenses,
it is a good thing for the biggest business of all—

government»n (5)

There are three fundamental weaknesses to this sort of argument«
in the first place, corporation mergers do not always result in lower
overheadI in fact,reduction in overhead is not always the prime objective
in Industrial combination,

Laidler, after a comprehensive study of cor

poration combinations and mergers, concludes that the driving force back
of their formation is the desire for greater profits, greater power, and
greater prestige, and that these ends are accomplished mainly through
price stabilisation b y a m o r e effective monopoly control of the market or
through expanded sales at lower prices made possible by mass production
methods,

(8)

other reasons for industrial mergers listed b y Laidler are

better f IntmciBgs generous promoters’ commissions, increased profits
through stock manipulations, pooling of patents and licenses* more ex
tensive research* enlarged political influence in securing tariff and
other favors or i n fighting effective regulation, greater production
economies, savings in distribution a nd marketing costs, and greater
administrative economies*

T h u s , while corporation mergers sometimes do

achieve savings in administrative expense,
sideration*

it is usually a minor con

But as has already been indicated* saving, in administrative

expense is the major consideration in county consolidation*
Heekart and K l e m e d s o n apparently associate larger counties with
cheaper countiesg yet size alone does not m a k e for efficient counties
any more than it does for low-cost corporations*
largest counties are not the most efficient*

Sn Montana the Very

In fact, only five of the

nine counties of fifth class or larger are among the highest SO per cent
in efficiency.

With any type of administrative organization, business

or governmental, there is a size above which costs do not decrease as
the volume of w o r k increases«

This is just a variation of the familiar

principle of diminishing returns *

The ma i n difference between business

corporations and county governments is that in the ease of the latter it
wou l d seem that the point of increasing costs is reached sooner*
Hot only is it erroneous to assume that merely increasing the size
of the administrative unit, either corporate or governmental, will always
result in reductions in costs, but it is equally fallacious to assume
that the success of corporation mergers can be duplicated by county con
solidations*

While counties are legally corporations, they do not have

-78tlie centralized control and responsible m a n a g e m a t characteristic of the
business concern,

A private corporation can expand or contract its costs

somewhat according to the volume of business, while the most Important
limit to county government expenditures is the amount of mon e y that is
legally available for spending.

Corporation mergers quite often result ■

in the hiring of better officials even though this m a y mean paying much
higher salaries,

In the case of counties under the present system of

popular election, a consolidation could not expect to obtain any better
qualified m e n even though salaries were raised slightly b y changes in
classification.

Before county consolidation can approach the degree of

success in reducing administrative costs that has been achieved by those
corporation mergers in which this sort of economy was a major considera
tion, the county must liave the same coordinated control, the same cen

tralized executive responsibility, the same method of choosing officials
and employees as are made use of b y business organizations,

Jt is possi

ble that under the county manager form of government the most efficient
size of county would be much larger than at present (fifth class) and
perhaps be even larger than a n y of the present Montana counties.
Alternative proposals,—

If county consolidation will not affect

the savings in governmental costs needed to reduce the farm tax burden,
what alternative proposals might be recommended?

A n extended discussion

of alternative proposals is out of place in an analysis of county con
solidation, but brief mention should be made of two recommended pro
cedures for reducing governmental costs without curtailment of services
offered, nam e l y , consolidation of county offices and the county manager'
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f o B a of government.

B o t h of these have been Iegaliaeh b y the legislative

Assembly* and both have as their objectives the alleviation of the two
greatest weaknesses of the present f o r m of county government6 the small
volume of w o r k p e r office and the lack of centralized executive

bility.

responsi

In the practical operation of these proposals, the difference

between the two is only in the degree of centralization in administrative
procedure attained.

Borne go so far as to advocate the consolidation of

county offices as a step toward changing completely to the manager form
of government in the future.
Bro mage, (3) and-Atkinson,

The

manager

plan, as outlined by Bo c c a 9 (11)

(S) to name only a few, recognizes the corpor

ate nature of the county and attempts to give the county the same type
of control and centralized executive responsibility that has proven so
advantageous to

commercial

and industrial organizations*

"'•"Chap. 109, 1931 Session l a w s ; Chap. 56, 1933 Session Laws; and an amendment to Sec. 5, Article XV1I 3 of the Montana State Constitution,, approved
at the polls, November, 1954.
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APPENDIX

Exhibit A :

Equations Used to Compute Coats Per Unit of Work
(Derived from correlations between number
of units and cost per un i t . )

Clerk and R e c o r d e r :

y » 2134 + .997
x
When:

Tre asurer:

y = labor cost per unit
x = number of units

y » 3T4Z 5. + 2.37
When:

y ■ labor cost per unit
x * number of units

1770

Clerk of the C o u r t ;
When:

Assessor:

y = labor cost per unit
x = number of units

y When:

Sheriff:

+ 9.46

y = labor cost per unit
x ■ number of units

y When:

County Superintendent of Schools:
When:

+ 1.75

+ 2.9

y ® labor cost per unit
x = number of units

y

1434

+ 4.27

y * labor cost per unit
x = number of units
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County Commissioners:

y - 7.839x + 1326
When:

y « total cost of county commissioners
x * total operation and maintenance
payments (in 51000)

Coefficient of Correlation
r - +.809

Auditor:

±

.031

y - 1.196* - 3653

When:

y = total cost of auditor’s office
x “ number o f claims audited

Coefficient of Correlation
r - +.946 i .032
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